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The vision
Frome in 2030 is meeting all of its electricity needs from 
renewable energy. Homes are well insulated and easy to 
heat. Frome Renewable Energy Community (FRECo) has 
installed community owned solar projects on all suitable 
large rooftops, brown-field sites, some well managed green 
fields - where biodiversity is also boosted; as well as a range 
of hydro, wind and other clean energy projects including 
renewable heat.

FRECo now offers a 100% green local energy tariff, which 
is significantly cheaper than the ‘Big Six’ and reduces the 
impact of fuel poverty. 
As well as energy generation and retrofit, we are working 
with local residents and organisations to balance energy 
demands, to maximize the benefit of local renewable 
generation and to minimize carbon emissions. Local grid 
networks are responsive to community needs. Local demand 
is managed to reduce peak load, with storage at building and 
community level, including the use of electric cars, helping 
to balance intermittent local generation. 

Residents, businesses and the public sector have moved from 
being passive consumers of energy to active participants, 
conscious of their energy demand and keen to minimise 
use wherever possible. A community fund that recycles 
surplus profits from the community owned renewable 
energy projects has generated at least £2m for local carbon-
reduction projects. FRECo has become a significant local 
employer providing jobs, training and ensuring local energy 
resilience. 

If you want to be part of this vision,
please read on. 
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Introduction 

This business overview outlines FRECo’s planned activities and ambitions over the next five years.

We are passionate about reducing carbon, increasing energy resilience and community ownership in Frome. 
We are working in partnership with Bath & West Community Energy (BWCE) to develop our business and 
financial model to ensure that our team has the skills and experience to do achieve our ambitions. BWCE 
are a community enterprise like FRECo, with many years’ experience of developing their own projects and 
supporting other community enterprises to develop community-owned renewable energy projects.

Over the next 15 years we want to enable Frome to become zero carbon in electricity through a mixture of 
local renewable electricity capacity and electricity trading via a local energy supply business, alongside a 
range of carbon reduction activities.

The business overview should be read in conjunction with the share prospectus where appropriate.

Why Freco?

FRECo is a Community Benefit Society set up at the end of 2013. Our mission is to create a financially 
sustainable, community-owned energy enterprise that will deliver renewable energy, energy efficiency 
and energy supply services. This will be done via a strong community model that will maximise local 
investment, strengthen the local economy and build community resilience. We have a democratic governance 
structure, which gives each member one vote regardless of size of shareholding, thereby maximising local 
accountability and control. The democratic structure of the organisation helps to ensure good governance 
and local accountability.

Over the next five years FRECo wants to provide and supply enough renewable electricity to cover all 
of Frome’s domestic and commercial needs, around 8MW (6MW solar, 2MW wind). We will also explore 
opportunities for renewable heat and will support a variety of carbon cutting projects. Our management 
team, which includes BWCE as well as Frome based directors, has the experience and expertise to build a 
viable social enterprise.

FRECo’s objectives are to:

• supply 100% of Frome’s electricity needs from renewable sources by 2030
• make a major contribution to Frome’s heat needs from renewable sources by 2030
• offer opportunities to local people to invest and generate a good return from FRECo’s projects
• generate a community fund that will recycle surplus profits back into other local low carbon projects 
covering, for example, energy efficiency, sustainable transport or local food initiatives
• support local businesses by sourcing goods and services locally wherever possible
• establish itself as a key partner in the delivery of energy efficiency measures
• develop opportunities to supply (as well as generate) heat and electricity and establish itself as a 
community-owned energy service company or ESCo
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Why Freco?

We will do this by:

Installing renewable energy projects, focusing on solar initially with but also including hydro, wind 
and other renewable technologies. We believe that focusing on renewable electricity, in particular 
solar PV as the technology that is the quickest to develop, will establish FRECo with a track record. 
This will enable us to build a platform to develop community based services supplying renewable 
heat and energy efficiency.

We will raise money primarily through issuing community shares, but we will consider the need for 
commercial finance for larger projects. Under this model a significant percentage of the income 
generated will be reinvested into a community fund. This fund will finance a range of local carbon 
cutting projects.

In the shorter term we will continue to apply for external funding for carbon saving projects, from 
fuel poverty to our popular Frome Open Homes programme to other energy efficiency activities, 
bulk buying, referral mechanisms, behavior change and smart meters.

FRECo intends to balance working at scale whilst embedding its operation within the local 
community, both by recycling surplus profits locally and offering local accountability and control. 

This will enable it to:
• Offer better deals to building owners than commercial competitors
• Increase the community support for projects and therefore the chances of planning success

FRECo is the only organisation in the area that is offering a community model. We are therefore able 
to offer significant added value and clearly differentiate ourselves from other private sector suppliers 
of renewable energy technology.

Frome medical Centre will be a location for one of the 
solar panel projects.
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Why now? 

There is a thriving community energy sector in the UK, with over 4000 community 
energy organisations. Community enterprises like BWCE have proven that 
decentralised energy supply offers a viable and resilient business model.

There is also government support. The UK government set out a community 
energy strategy in 2014 to support this movement with challenging aspirations 
for community energy by 2020. The Localism agenda also attaches increased 
importance to the role of community energy, whilst the Climate Change Act 
provides a strong foundation, setting out the UK’s commitment to reduce its carbon 
emissions by at least 80% from 1990 levels by 2050.
 
The introduction of Feed in Tariff (FiT) and the Renewable Heat Incentive, providing 
index-linked income streams for renewable electricity and heat projects which are 
guaranteed for 20 years once established, is another key driver. Although FiT rates 
are reducing this still provides significant income for local projects as project costs 
are reducing.
There is also increasing recognition within the renewable energy industry that 
smaller scale projects (below 5MW) are more difficult to make work on a commercial 
footing. These smaller projects can however be pursued via a community model, 
thereby offering significant added value to the delivery of wider climate change 
targets.

The market for ethical investment in this sector is growing, powered by a recognition 
amongst potential investors of the value of the social, environmental and financial 
returns that community energy can generate, alongside the movement towards 
‘disinvestment’ from carbon intensive industries.

This is underpinned by an increasing desire at a local level to take positive action, 
separate from governments. Community energy provides a tangible outlet for 
people wanting to take positive action in a way that draws people together and 
emphasises that acting together can make our impact even stronger.
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Freco goals 

Short Terms Goals:
Over the next year we aim to install 300kW of solar PV. Our initial focus will be on 
installing solar on buildings, however, we will also look at larger scale opportunities 
such as well planned solar farms. We will work with local wildlife trusts to ensure these 
protect and enhance local biodiversity. Our projected installed capacity by the end of 
2016 is 1MW.

Medium Term Goals: 
An additional 2MW in 2017, primarily through solar projects. By 2018 we plan to have 
our first wind installations. By 2019 our planned hydro electricity schemes will come on 
line.

By 2020 we aim to:
Have raised over £10 million from community share offers and 
commercial finance if needed
Install 8MW of renewable electricity, enough to meet the annual 
equivalent demand of  4000-4500 homes
Be generating an income of around £50,000 per year to support FRECo 
costs
Be recycling over the life of the projects an average of  £100,000 
-150,000 per year back into local communities via a community fund

Key Sensitivities
These goals are dependent on three key assumptions:
Government retains the Feed in Tariff or similar subsidy mechanism at a level that makes 
projects viable and the community model outlined here deliverable
FRECo is able with its partners to identify and bring through planning sufficient projects 
to meet the capacity targets outlined above
The market for ethical investment continues to grow in order to underpin the 
fundraising targets outlined above

FRECo will adapt its short term goals, in particular shifting focus in terms of technology 
and scale as neccessary, in the light of changes in Feed in Tariff levels.

Overview of Initial Portfolio
Our initial portfolio comprises of 300kW to be installed in 2015/16
This includes:
150kW at Frome Medical Practice, 50kW at Frome Football Club. We secured funding for 
the club to build a new community stand, which will house FRECo’s solar panels. We are 
also aiming for an additional 100kW on other local buildings at the end of 2015/16. 
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Community benefit 

Community fund objectives and scope
As outlined under ‘Goals’ above, FRECo aims to re-invest a significant proportion of 
income generated through our projects into a community fund. The exact amount will 
be decided each year at our AGM. The overall aim of the fund is to support additional 
community projects which can help mitigate against the effects of peak oil supply, fuel 
poverty and climate change in Frome and the surrounding areas.

The aim is:
• To develop local energy infrastructure and energy efficiency projects that will 
make the community more resilient in the face of increasing energy costs and 
hedge against energy price inflation
• To provide financial support via grant funding or investments in local projects 
within the Frome area that meet the selection criteria. 

Project proposals will have to demonstrate that they promote environmental 
sustainability, particularly around energy and other carbon intensive areas such as 
transport and food. Emphasis will be on practical projects that lead to real community 
benefits.

With regards the community benefits generated by the initial portfolio, the FRECo 
board have agreed that the community fund income that would be generated from 
the Football Club project will be invested up front in the construction of a new stand, 
providing both a valuable community asset as well as providing the roof to mount the 
solar PV system. Income from Frome Medical Practice will go into the community fund 
for local organisations to bid for. 

Governance 

FRECo is currently run by a voluntary board of non-exec directors. The initial non-Exec, 
voluntary Directors are Anna Francis, Peter Macfadyen and Tim Cutting. In addition, 
Peter Andrews and Pete Capener are nominated directors from FRECo’s delivery 
partner Bath & West Community Energy. 
 
At the first annual general meeting all elected Directors shall stand down. At every 
subsequent annual general meeting one-third of the elected Directors shall retire from 
office. A retiring Director shall be eligible for re-election.

As outlined under ‘Goals’ above, as FRECo grows we plan to secure income to employ 
part-time and full-time members of staff, though in the early years FRECo will rely more 
heavily on its partnership with BWCE and its new development business, Mongoose 
Energy. See outline below under ‘Business Model’.
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Business model 

FRECo’s core business model focuses on:
• Developing community renewable energy projects through local 
partnerships
• Securing investment via local share offers
• Securing income via the Feed in Tariff and the Renewable Heat Incentive 
and sales of electricity exported
• Operating and maintaining its assets.
• Re-investing surplus profits in a Community Fund
• Developing a range of sustainable energy efficiency services

FRECo will utilise this foundation to develop its business strategy further and 
will work with BWCE and other partners to develop energy efficiency and 
demand reduction projects. FRECo will set itself up as a local community 
owned energy supplier in partnership with Bath & West Community Energy 
Co-op.

BWCE’s development business, Mongoose Energy will:
Invest the funds necessary to develop renewable energy projects to 
planning, at its own risk
Support FRECo to raise the funds necessary to build projects that secure 
planning and a grid connection offer
Receive a fee at financial close. If projects do not reach financial close, 
Mongoose Energy will not get paid
Manage the renewable energy projects built, including any contractors 
for a fixed annual fee
Work with FRECo to establish a local energy supply offering. This is 
initially likely to be part of a wider sub-regional offer, but as local interest 
grows BWCE and FRECo will test the potential for setting up a local 
supply offering for just Frome and the surrounding area

FRECo’s relationship with BWCE and its development business, 
Mongoose Energy, will enable FRECO to build on BWCE’s experience 
and track record to more quickly establish a portfolio of projects with 
limited risk and without incurring liabilities, at a time when FRECo has no 
reserves and little income. 

FRECo’s development relationship with Mongoose Energy will be 
reviewed after 5 years and adapted in the light of experience.
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SWOT Analysis

Strengths
Predictability and long term security (once projects are commissioned) of 
core income through the Feed in Tariff and Renewable Heat Incentive 
Co-operative and community based nature of the business model
Strong community engagement and support
Management team with many years experience of renewable energy, energy efficiency 
and community projects

Good relationship with local government
Good relationship with local businesses and landowners
Good pipeline of new projects

Weaknesses
Early stage community enterprise with limited capital and no income (however, our 
partnership with BWCE overcomes this)
Limited track-record of delivery (as well as our relationship with BWCE, our popular 
community projects such as Frome Open Homes and Switch and Save have helped to 
increase awareness and confidence in our activities)
Low level of renewable energy infrastructure in Frome, particularly wind (we are 
undertaking studies to identify key local opportunities)

Opportunities
Range of opportunities to attract site and land owners with offer of rental income, 
supply of low cost electricity and the opportunity to invest in FRECo without 
development risk or need for upfront capital
Ability to attract community investors with stable, attractive financial returns whilst also 
providing significant community benefit
Ability to meet wide ranging sustainability and localism objectives within local and 
central government

Threats
Changing policy and regulatory framework – particularly degression of FiT (however, 
these changes are factored into our current projects. Future projects will be assessed in 
light of any actual degressions, to ensure commercial viability). 
Potential for lower than expected response to community share offer (share offer 
documents will clearly outline risks and how they will be addressed)
Insufficient planning success (experience of planning success or otherwise will be used 
to adapt future approaches)  
Historical approach from mainstream banks avoiding funding for small and community 
scale renewables (FRECo will benefit from the positive relationship BWCE is developing 
with ethical banks such as Triodos)
Under-performance of projects (performance forecasts are conservative, as an example 
BWCE projects are on average over-performing to date. Projects will be monitored 
remotely and operate under maintenance contracts ensuring problems are quickly 
identified and sorted) 
Cost over run of projects during construction (projects will be built based on fixed price 
contracts, ensuring the scope for cost overruns is limited)
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Track Record

Our partners, BWCE are one of the leading community energy enterprises in the 
country, with over 5 years experience. Together with other community partners they 
have raised over £10 million in the last 4 years, and have installed 6MW of solar PV with 
further projects, including wind and hydro in the pipeline. BWCE have just spun out its 
development work into a separate development business called Mongoose Energy.
Mongoose Energy is rapidly expanding its activities in response to demand and has 
been set up as a cooperative so community enterprises working with it become 
members and will be eligible for a dividend from successful operation.

Our director, Pete Capener, was recently awarded an MBE for services to sustainable 
energy and ‘Green Energy Champion of the South West’ at Regen SW’s Green Energy 
Awards. At the same event another FRECo director, Frome’s mayor Peter Macfadyen, 
collected an award for ‘Most Proactive Public Body’ on behalf of Frome Town Council. 
The council’s partnership with FRECo was fundamental to this award.

Coupled with this FRECo has already developed a track record in successful project 
delivery. This has included:

Frome Open Homes: 
whereby 30 local householders opened their home to showcase ways to reduce carbon 
and costs. The event had over 600 visits and 97% of visitors said they were ‘inspired to 
make carbon reducing changes’ in their own home

Fuel Poverty: 
FRECo led a Switch and Save programme, supported by the Department for Energy 
and Climate Change (DECC). This enabled over 200 people, many of whom were 
experiencing fuel poverty, to switch energy supplier and get energy efficiency advice to 
reduce costs and carbon. 

One Planet Sunday:
a community event which focused on renewable energy and carbon reduction, 
transport, re-use and low carbon food. Over 350 people participated and attended a 
variety of stalls, workshops and talks ranging from solar to solid wall insulation. The 
props for the event then formed the basis of the One Planet Living float in the popular 
Frome Carnival.

School Energy Programme: 
we are working with local schools, currently Selwood Academy, Frome College and St 
John’s Primary School to develop carbon and cost cutting strategies and to empower 
students and staff to lead on implementing these changes.
Solar and Hydro Feasibility study: we secured £20,000 from WRAP to commission 
a study into local opportunities for solar installations on commercial roofs and to 
investigate the potential to set up local hydro schemes. This has formed the basis for our 
initial portfolio of projects.

Since our first year projects in 2014 we have engaged with over 1300 people. 
For more information see: www.freco.org or contact: anna@freco.org
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Background to financial projections 

Basis of financial projections
This business overview has been produced for review alongside the share offer 
document for FRECO’s first solar PV projects. As a result these financial projections 
have been produced to demonstrate how these initial projects (outlined under ‘Initial 
Portfolio’ above) will affect FRECo’s operational performance and its ability to offer the 
target returns to members and the community benefits central to FRECo’s business 
model.

The income and expenditure on the future projects referred within this business 
overview (outlined under ‘FRECo Goals’ above) are not included in these projections. 
These projects include further solar PV, wind and hydro. Full financial projections 
associated with future projects will be included within an updated version of this 
document and published alongside future FRECo share offer documents. 

Future projects will only be pursued if they meet hurdle rates of return that will not 
negatively affect existing members investment, the organisation’s ability to meet its 
target return for future investors and FRECo’s ability to generate significant community 
funds for re-investment into local communities.

Assumptions
The key assumptions behind the financial projections include:

RPI: 2.8% (20 year hisotical average 2.84%)
Electricity Price Rise: 1% above RPI (in line with the cental government reference 
case forecasts for increases in electricity prices)
Panel performance: 873 – 905kWh/kWp depending on project
Installation Cost: £1,055 - £1,184/kWp
Contingency on capital costs: £13,000
Solar Panel Degradation: Up to 0.5%/yr (based on industry experience)
Solar FIT: Starting at 9.98 p/kWh and 11.71 p/kWh in year 1 for Frome Medical 
Practice and the Football Club respectively  
Insurance: 0.3 – 0.4% of capex/yr
Operation & Maintenance: £19.80/kW/yr
Forecast members’ interest: 6%
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Commentary on figures
The figures show a strong cashflow with cash generation of nearly £900,000 from these 
two initial projects alone, which is used to pay members’ interest, members’ capital and the 
community fund. Some cash is retained as working capital. 

Projections assume annual 6% payment to members and all member capital invested 
returned over 20 years. 

Income to FRECo will contribute to basic organisational overheads and operating costs. 
Operation of the projects and technical support for FRECo will be delivered through the 
contract with BWCE’s develoment business Mongoose Energy.

Community benefit in the cashflow includes £30,000 allocated to support the building of 
the Football Club’s stand in year 1, as well as ongoing payments into a community fund, 
primarily from the solar array on Frome Medical Practice.

Actual repayments into the community fund and to members will be dependent on the 
performance of the projects and the amount of cash that will need to be retained for 
working capital.  
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CASH FLOW FY 15-19 FY 20-24 FY 25-29 FY 30-34 TOTAL
Capex -300 -300

Community fund contribution to capex 30 30

Members equity 300 300

Feen in Tariff Income 120 115 130 147 494

Export tariff 15 19 23 28 86

On site tariff 59 72 88 107 326

Total Income 206 206 241 282 934
Rent 0 0 0 0 0

Insurance - 4 - 4 - 5 - 6 -19

O & M -18 -24 -28 -33 -103

Asset management -13 -15 -17 -20 - 64

Contribution to FRECo - 6 - 7 - 9 - 10 - 32

Total Opex - 41 - 51 - 59 - 68 - 219

Operating surplus before financing 166 156 182 213 716

Net Cash 166 156 182 213 716

Members interest - 89 - 78 - 58 - 28 - 254

Members capital repaid - 20 - 51 - 79 - 149 - 300

Community benefit - 53 - 27 - 31 - 89 - 148

Period end balance 4 2 15 14

PROFIT AND LOSS FY 15-19 FY 20-24 FY 25-29 FY 30-34 TOTAL
Revenue

FMC 158 184 215 252 809

FC? 62 72 85 99 318

Sub Total Revenue 220 257 300 351 1127

Expenses - 44 - 55 - 64 - 74 - 236

Depreciation - 68 - 55 - 47 - 27 - 198

Revaluation 53 29 - 24 - 118 - 60

Loan Interest & Fees 0 0 0 0 0

Sub Total - 60 - 81 - 134 - 219 - 494

Less

Members Interest - 89 - 73 - 58 - 28 - 254

Available Surplus 71 97 107 103 379

Financial projections
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Balance Sheet
End of year commencing 1st April

2019 2024 2029 2034

Fixed Assets 284 258 187 42

Current Assets
Cash at Bank 4 2 15 14

Reserve accounts 0 0 0 0

Debtors 14 64 124 193

17 66 139 207

Current Liabilities
Creditors - 3 - 8 - 12 - 18

Net Current Assets 14 59 126 189

Long Term Liabilities 0 0 0 0

Represented By:

Member’s Equity 279 228 149 0

Reserves 18 88 164 231

297 316 313 231
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